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Which computer is right for you?

To log in live from home go to:
https://kanren.zoom.us/j/561178181
The recording of this presentation will be online after the 18th

@ https://kslib.info/1180/Digital-Literacy---Tech-Talks
The previous presentations are also available online at that link
Presenter: Nathan, IT Supervisor, at the Newton Public Library

1. Protect your computer

•A computer should always have
the most recent updates
installed for spam filters,
anti-virus and
anti-spyware
software and
a secure firewall.
http://www.districtdispatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/triple_play_web.png
http://cdn.greenprophet.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/frying-pan-kolbotek-neoflam-560x475.jpg

Personal computers have become more and more
prevalent over the years and their forms and
functions change daily.
http://media.peachworks.com/BuildBuyGraphic.png

http://cdn.computerhope.com/big/computer.jpg

To pick the right type of computer for you the first time let’s ask some
questions about your priorities.
• Do you need to be mobile? (ex: laptop/smartphone)
• Do you need high end video and gaming? (ex: desktop gaming rig)
• Do you move massive files within your network? (ex: media server)
• Are you concerned more with cost, quality or something in-between?

Both buying and making your own computer has
advantages and disadvantages.
The main body of this presentation offers some advice
for those interested in purchasing their own computers
(because if you are building your own you will need
more knowledge than just a 1 hour powerpoint)
http://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Computer-to-Suit-Your-Needs
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Buy it or make it?

Buy it or make it?

• Reasons to make your own computer.

• Reasons to buy a computer.
– Buying and opening a box takes a lot less research, time and energy.
– The warranty covers the whole computer instead of just the individual
components
– The drivers are preselected and tested to work well together.
– Usually more cost effective (for systems less than $8,000)
http://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Computer-to-Suit-Your-Needs

http://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Computer-to-Suit-Your-Needs

http://www.smallbiztechnology.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/computerbuying.jpg

Know your computing power needs.
ht t p: / / i. kinja- im g. com / gawker -m edia/ im age/upload/ s - 9GI eFRxz - / c_s cale, fl_pr ogr ess iv e, q_80,w_800/ 17wr 7s 3hgl52z jpg. jpg

ht t p: / / i. kinja- im g. com / gawker -m edia/ im age/upload/ s - 9GI eFRxz - / c_s cale, fl_pr ogr ess iv e, q_80,w_800/ 17wr 7s 3hgl52z jpg. jpg

• Think about what you'd like to accomplish on your new computer.
• For example, are you a casual Internet user (facebook) or a high end
gamer with special video/audio needs?
• Do you play games online, or do you play the latest retail games
when they are released?
• Do you regularly alter High Quality video or large scale
photographs?
• Do you watch HD online streaming video or download massive
amounts of media?
http://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Computer-to-Suit-Your-Needs

–You enjoy the process of spending time and energy on
research for each individual component.
–Bragging rights and the satisfaction of finally having a
computer up and running that you “designed yourself”
can be euphoric and
showing it to those
that you know will
appreciate and
can commiserate the
effort you put into it can
be as well.
http://coolcomputersetups.com/images/bb54b5.jpg

Choose a computer that fits your needs now and in the
future; don't buy just any computer!

Generally the computers you will come
across can be labeled under the following
three categories of quality
• “Consumer Grade” or "Value" line computers.
• “Business Class” or even "Enthusiast" line computers.
• “Professional” or "Gaming" line computers.
If it's an expensive computer, optimized for something such as video editing,
and you're not going to use it for editing videos, then don't buy it!
http://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Computer-to-Suit-Your-Needs

“Consumer Grade” or "Value" line computers.
These PCs are good for checking emails, surfing the web, and word
processing, but they are not geared towards much else. Dell, HP
(Compaq), Gateway, and other large-volume retail computers offer
excellent values for a complete value series package.
– There are some lemons out there but by-and-large most of the low
priced brand new computers will work fine for most things you will do
day-to-day on the internet.
– Cheap may not always mean low quality, it could just be a little slow or
last years technology. (usually good enough)
– May not have anything but the “Manufacturers Warranty”
they will replace hardware if you can prove you have not
done anything to it like opened the case or dropped it.
https://granitecreekblog.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/smallmoney.png

https://s3.amazonaws.com/lowres.cartoonstock.com/computers-new_computer-computer_shop-gadget-computer_store-store-mba0558_low.jpg
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“Business Class” or even "Enthusiast" line computers.
• Computers of this category are suitable for most power-user
tasks, multimedia, and casual gaming.
Again, Dell and other major brands will be a good choice.
– More likely to have “Drop-Kick” Warranty and “American” English speaking tech
support.
– Discounts for buying in bulk.
– More likely to have docking features
– Better keyboards and batteries
– More security features built-in
• Finger print readers
• Matte screens
– Pro version of OS allow sharing

“High End”, “Professional” or "Gaming" computers.
– These are best for media creation, workstation publishing, and intensive
gaming.
Typical tasks that require a fast computer include recording high quality
music and making Flash movies.
– Larger brand name computer builders may not be the best choice, but a
few of them such as Dell's XPS line, Dell's Alienware brand name, and
Falcon Northwest, might be good choices.
– Most users with needs in this category typically build their own PCs,
purchasing individual parts from a computer component retailer such as
Newegg.com and cdw.com .

http://www.thepost.co.ls/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/computers.jpg

http://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Computer-to-Suit-Your-Needs

Learn your stuff: compare speeds, prices, brands
AND compatibility.
(will that version of office run on windows 10 with a 32bit processor and 4Gb Ram)?

• Spend time comparing the :
– processor speed – and brand
– Memory
– Hard disk space
– Video card
– and other components and features of each model that interests
you. Then you can concentrate on finding the best deal.

Look for purchasing alternatives.
• It's easy to miss out on opportunities if you're not looking for them.
• Do you have friends (fb?) who are computer savvy? What about
your neighbors? Do they build their own PCs?
• If you're looking for a powerful computer, purchasing all of the
components and assembling it yourself is often less expensive than
purchasing a package deal.
• If a friend is willing to help you build your own (or sell the one they
made last year) it might be a worthwhile purchase experience.
• Avoid this if all you need is a value line PC, because major brands
will often get rid of their older components by bundling them in
value line PCs.

http://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Computer-to-Suit-Your-Needs

http://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Computer-to-Suit-Your-Needs

http://thumbs.dreamstime.com/x/cash-background-14072719.jpg

Check compatibility.
• If purchasing components to build your own, double check each
component's compatibility.
– For example, if you want to purchase a motherboard with an LGA775 socket, make
sure you buy an LGA775 socket CPU.
• If in doubt, read user comments on products and research the different standards online.
The most important compatibility considerations:
– Motherboard: CPU socket type, graphics card slot type (PCI-E or AGP), and memory type and speed

• CPU: Intel or AMD, and the socket type (ie: AM2, LGA775, 478, etc.)
• Memory: Type (DDR or DDR2) and speed (ie: PC3200/DDR400 or PC2-6400/DDR2800)
• Power supply (often included with a case): how many watts do you need for
your components? Are you planning on extra video cards, hard drives and peripherals
http://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Computer-to-Suit-Your-Needs

Purchase your new computer.

• Major brands such as Dell provide a web-based
configuration tool for customizing a PC before you purchase.
• This may be a more relaxing experience than being rushed
by a sales representative over the phone.
• If there is something you don't understand when configuring
your PC, call or chat online with that company's sales
department for answers
(if you have the time and your phone is fully charged))
http://www.wikihow.com/Buy-a-Computer-to-Suit-Your-Needs
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Parting Shot on the topic of speed and price

The
Operating System
Question

• Have the mentality that your computer is going to last 3 years or less, not
5 years or more. After 3 years, either your hardware will start to fail,
software will demand more, or you will want more. In the long run, it
costs more to repair than it does to replace a computer, so don't invest in
a computer to last, invest in a computer to use.
• Understand that Operating Systems upgrade, disks eventually die, and disk
space is never enough later. This means, do NOT buy an enormous hard
drive for your computer.
Store your data on an external hard drive. (or NAS) This would not only
make repairing your computer easier by not worrying about data, but also
gives you the security of having data stored separately. Use a hard drive
just good enough to run necessary programs, so all you will lose in worst
case is your software (much easier to recover than your authored data).
• Shop around for the best price possible!
• Always double check the specifications of the computer before you buy it.

What is best
for you?

Or all of them?
http://www.winbeta.org/sites/default/files/AndroidWindowsPhoneiOS.jpg
http://tux.crystalxp.net/png/dobaz604-super-sayajin-tux-1979.png

All operating Systems
Stink !

What are your needs, goals, desires?
• What Operating System are you using now?
• Do you have old software/hardware that you need to work in
the future?
• Will you be using a Desktop, Laptop, Netbook, Palmtop or a
Cell Phone?
• Will you be doing word processing, video editing, picture
editing or just surfing the web?

It’s just a matter of which one stinks the
least for what you plan on doing with it.
•
•
•
•

I will be looking at Windows, Apple, Linux/Ubuntu and Android.
Do NOT be fooled by propaganda make up your own mind.
All are useful for some things and just plain trouble for other things.
Fully switching from one OS to another is not simple and will NEVER be
a completely flawless process.
(though it is MUCH better than it used to be)
• Dual Boot and Virtualization helps as well

Apple / Macintosh
Current Version:
Mac OS, 10.12 Sierra

This Circles of Influence chart

•
•
•
•

http://www.apple.com/
Founded : 1976
Only 10% of the market share
Apple is Different because they integrate their software with the
hardware in limited quantities for greater control of quality.
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• If you have not used an apple OS since Steve Jobs died you will notice
that VERY little has changed

Except Sierra
now includes
Siri, so that’s
nice

Apple wants “complete control”
• With apple there is less of a blame game
– Because the hardware and software (generally) all comes from the same place due to
apples controlling business structure.

• Because Apple controls everything they touch there are less options.
– Less programs
– A lot Less hardware

• Because Apple controls everything they touch the few options they do offer are
far more expensive BUT they are more reliable and usually faster because of it.
• Apple IS less likely to be virus infected
– Because there are fewer apple computers on the business/money market and hackers
tend to prefer to go for maximum damage/profit.

Microsoft Windows
Current Version:
Windows 10

Microsoft confirms second major Windows 10
update coming in 2017
(The original was released Sept. 2014)

•
•
•
•

http://www.microsoft.com
Founded: 1975
80% of the market share
Different because they allow developers to match their hardware
to work with the windows environment for broader usability.
• Windows is moving much closer to demanding control like Apple
with windows 10 than ever before, by reporting more of your
data back to Microsoft .

Microsoft/Windows
offers partial freedom.
•Like jumping from a fishbowl into the ocean
Microsoft widows offers more freedom than
apple but with freedom comes diversity,
competition and risk.
•Microsoft offers partial freedom because they do their best to promote/require/manipulate
“Microsoft certification” from the people who develop programs and device drivers to work
with windows to try to improve a quality experience.
•Because there is partial freedom do develop there are far more programs and devices that
work for Windows.
•More fish in the ocean means more sharks which means you may be more likely to get hacked
or catch viruses.
•Because you have the option to load more programs you may find they may be viruses, they
may run slower and conflict with each other.

• Details are scant on “Redstone 3” but it sounds like it will be
visually “refreshing” due to Project Neon which is an evolution
of the metro format of windows 8.
• Looking nice is all well and good but when patrons are pounding
on keyboards and mad at windows 10 I have never heard a
single one of them yell at it for not being “pretty” enough.

Ubuntu Linux
Current Version:
16.04.2 LTS, (Xenial Xerus)
and 16.10 (Yackkety Yak)
•http://www.ubuntu.com/
•Founded : 1984 GNU, 1991 the first OS
•Only 5% of the market share
•Different because the operating system is freely
shared and can be rewritten to fit any particular need.
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You can run Ubuntu
on your phone, desktop , Tablet
or ALL the above.

http://siliconstation.com/media/2012/02/Ubuntu-for-Android.jpg

– anyone can use the code anywhere, in any situation;
– anyone can redistribute the code to anyone else, as long as the source code is included and the
distribution license remains the GPL;
– anyone can create a derivative work of the code and redistribute it, as long as the resulting source code is
also made available at redistribution time, and as long as the resulting source code is licensed under the
terms of the GPL.

Cheap, Fast

'I am what I am because of who we all are‘
• The GNU project promoted users to share programs for free and the sharing of the source
code allows users to change the operating systems to meet their needs.
• The GPL, the GNU General Public License, is a means of implementing a concept called
Copyleft. Copyleft attempts to negate copyright for the purposes of collaborative software
development.When an author releases a piece of code under the GPL license, she is
granting recipients of the source code the following rights:

At some point (soon) one of your
computers will probably run Chrome OS
(Possibly your movie player or TV)

• Small Static hard
drives for speed and
reliability
• Surfs and Plays
– Hulu, YouTube,
MeTv, Netflix

Reliable, Secure

Chrome OS Devices

Ubuntu / Linux
is almost complete liberty

Chrome OS only runs on devices that were
Specifically designed for it due to driver issues. Think Apple products only more web based.

Chrome OS Devices

• Chromebooks made up 49 percent of all devices shipped to K-12
schools in the United States last year, handily beating out Apple's
iPad.
• There are more than 200 offline Chrome apps that can work without
Internet connectivity, including Gmail, Pocket and Google Drive. See more at:
• BUT
– The Chrome OS store is NOT the google app store

• Chrome OS store: 50,870
– Avail offline: 200

It is rather sparse but gives you immediate access to all of your favorite
google apps. Think of a new WebTv with apps.

• Google Play store: 2,600,000
http://www.laptopmag.com/articles/chromebook-buying-advice#sthash.gc1adAqN.dpuf
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What will the Future hold for
http://cdn.arstechnica.net/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/windows8-clockwork1.jpg

OS Use :
How to perform basic functions.
•What do the Desktops look like?
•How to login.
•How to startup/shutdown.
•How to find/open programs.
•How to find/use system utilities.

http://www.applegazette.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/after-os-x-future.jpg

http://www.scifisaturdaynight.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/AppleWarBonds.png

our current OS systems? Only time will tell
but virtualization, dual booting and live booting can help

Virtualization, Dual booting, live booting

• In computing, virtualization refers to the act of creating a virtual (rather
than actual) version of something, including virtual computer hardware
platforms, operating systems, storage devices, and computer network
resources.
• In a dual boot system two operating systems are installed on the same
hard drive, allowing either operating system to be loaded and given
control. When you turn the computer on, a boot manager program
displays a menu, allowing you to choose the operating system you wish to
use.
• A live CD, live DVD, or live disc is a complete bootable computer
installation including operating system which runs in a computer's
memory, rather than loading from a hard disk drive;
the CD itself is read-only.

Do you only use your computer to listen to
music, watch tv and movies?
Enter: The Media Server
• A media server refers either to a dedicated computer appliance or
to a specialized application software, ranging from an enterprise
class machine providing video on demand, to, more commonly, a
small personal computer or NAS (Network Attached Storage) for the
home, dedicated for storing various digital media
(meaning digital videos/movies, audio/music, and picture files).

Who is the biggest?
• Netflix is the leading paid streaming service,
with about 53 million subscribers worldwide,
including 38 million in the US. Amazon is
second, with an estimated 24 million Prime
subscribers using its video service, compared
with Hulu's six million paid subscribers,
according to Forrester Research.
http://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/2015/01/16/key-facts-amazon-prime-instant-video

That said, Cable is still punching in at 68.5
million total subscriptions
http://www.technobuffalo.com/2011/02/28/streaming-video-services-compared-amazon-hulu-and-netflix/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cable_television_in_the_United_States
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Media Streamer boxes
https://kitschycarnival.files.wordpress.com/2015/08/crunchyroll_logo_tagline.png

• Most TV’s and BlueRay players have streaming software built in but cannot hold a candle to
these dedicated streaming boxes.
• Nearly every streamer sold today requires an HDMI input, which excludes older TVs. If the
TV you're connecting to lacks HDMI, your only resort is an older streamer like the Roku 1 .
• You'll also need a decent Internet connection. Most entry-level broadband packages will
suffice, but streaming video quality may suffer especially during primetime hours in the
evening.
• Many streamers need a good Wi-Fi connection as well, and since they connect directly to
your TV, you need to have plenty of bars in the living room. A good alternative is to use
wired Ethernet, as long as your streaming device supports it.
• Compare them @ http://www.cnet.com/news/what-you-can-watch-on-the-new-apple-tvvs-roku-vs-fire-tv-vs-chromecast/

http://www.cnet.com/news/chromecast-vs-apple-tv-vs-roku-3-which-media-streamer-should-you-buy/

Plex allows you to stream your media to your devices, such
as your Mac, PC, smartphone, tablet, Xbox, Playstation,
Smart TV, Roku, Chromecast, and more. Whether it’s your
movie and TV collection, or your music library, Plex makes
your media beautiful by automatically adding movie posters,
plot summaries, album covers, and descriptions. Plex also
allows you to share your home video, photo, music, and
movie collections with your friends and family. For more
information, visit https://plex.tv, or follow at @plex
on Twitter orhttps://www.facebook.com/plexapp.
http://drobo.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/diagram-plex.jpg

Xbmc / kodi
• Kodi Home Theater (kodi.tv), formerly XBMC, is stand alone,
open source Home Theater Software which is very flexible and
customizable.
• Kodi is also available on a variety of platforms including
Windows, OSX and several different Linux flavors.
• Both Plex and Kodi not only play your media, but organize it
using a powerful back-end database which is populated by
‘scrapping’ metadata, images and artwork from online sources

Plex vs Kodi

http://www.htpcbeginner.com/plex-vs-kodi-comparison-guide/
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The Classic Desktop “

“

For more information about this topic please
see a presentation I made previously called

“Home Entertainment Solutions”
https://kslib.info/calendar.aspx?EID=828

• From that link you can watch the presentation or
just download the power point or pdf.

The desktop or workstation has been the workhorse
for the last few decades for several reasons
• Bang for the buck: , you get more speed and storage per $ spent
because the components do not need to be mobile with batteries
and rubber coatings for durability.
• Longer Lifespan: it lasts longer because it does not move very often.
• Multi-monitor systems are easier to setup.
• Superior expandability and maintenance: laptops last longer if
everything is sealed up tight
• Remote access: logging in remotely to your desktop as a reliable
home base that is always on and always has the same ip address is
vital when working remotely.

6 Mobile Device Types
No device type
seems poised to
dominate the mobile
device era,
but smartphones
now outsell both
PCs and feature
phones.

1. Laptops
2. Tablet computers
3. Ultrabooks
4. Ebook Readers,
5. GPS
6. Mobile Phones
1.

Feature phones

As crazy as it sounds
this ancient circle of
confusion is more
straight forward than
what we
currently find on the
market

2. Smartphones
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Categories of LAPTOPS

http://cdn.techin5.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/laptops400.jpg

Full Sized Laptops
Ultrabooks

Netbooks
Rugged

Full-Size Laptop
A laptop large enough to accommodate a "full-size" keyboard (a
keyboard with the minimum QWERTY key layout, which is at least 13.5
keys across that are on ¾ (0.750) inch centers, plus some room on
both ends for the case). The measurement of at least 11 inches across
has been suggested as the threshold for this class.[13] The first laptops
were the size of a standard U.S. "A size" notebook sheet of paper (8.5
× 11 inches)[citation needed], but later "A4-size" laptops were introduced,
which were the width of a standard ISO 216 A4 sheet of paper
(297 mm, or about 11.7 inches), and added a vertical column of keys
to the right and wider screens. It can also be laid sideways when not in
use.
Text From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop

Netbook

• A smaller, lighter, and therefore more portable laptop with less
computing power than traditional laptops.
• It is usually cheaper than a full-size laptop, and has fewer features.
• The smaller keyboards of a netbook can be more difficult to operate.
• There is no definitive demarcation between netbooks and inexpensive
small laptops, some 11.6" models are marketed as netbooks.
• Since netbook laptops are quite small in size and designed to be light
and inexpensive they typically do not come with an internal optical
drive.
• The Asus Eee PC launched this product class, while the term was coined
later by Intel.
• Most netbooks feature cheaper, slower, but more energy efficient CPUs,
as compared to traditional laptops, such as the Intel Atom CPU.
Text From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop

http://www.nickscomputerfix.com/images/latop%20components.jpg

Netbooks are lighter and smaller than Laptops but have fewer features.
Netbooks tend not to have CD drives, they are hard to upgrade and work on.

Netbooks are not always built to last and can have low battery life.
They are usually less expensive though.
http://www.ankota.com/Portals/55127/images//Netbook_vs_Laptop.bmp
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Rugged Technology
• Engineered to operate in tough (sometimes very
specific) conditions

http://cfnewsads.thomasnet.com/images/large/451/451392.jpg

http://www.metlabs.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/rugged-laptop.jpg

This slide
is here
Just
because

I thought
it was
a cool
picture

(mechanical shocks, extreme temperatures, wet and dusty environments, etc.)
Text From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop

http://www.likecool.com/Gear/Laptop/Dell%20E6400%20XFR%20Rugged%20Laptop/Dell-E6400-XFR-Rugged-Laptop-1.jpg

Ultrabook

It has been debated that the word “Ultrabook” is a term for only a specific brand
but I would say that it needs to be a touch screen and have SSD Hard drive

• A very thin version of a laptop by definition less than 0.8 inches
thick.
• Most versions of Ultrabooks contain SSD, or Solid-State Drives,
instead of the common rotational hard disk drives.
• The term “Ultrabook” is formally a registered trademark of Intel
with a narrow qualification to use the term in advertising,
– but it is used in common speech for many thin-and-light laptop of a similar
form factor—notably including the prominent examples of Apple's
Macbook Air.

Text From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop

Tablet PC

• These devices have touch screens, for finger or stylus use, or both.
There can be either are "convertible" or "hybrid" tablets where the
keyboard is removable or moves out of the way;
• the original "Microsoft Tablet PC" form factor used a rotating mount
but more recent alternatives include sliding fully inverting the main
screen hinge.
• Other "slate" form-factor machines are touch-screen only. The
distinction between a "Tablet PC" and an Internet Tablet has
become increasingly blurred, especially since the release of
Windows 8.
Text From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop
And the recent advent of Linux based Ubuntu tabled OS and Android OS being developed
specifically for the touch screen platforms

http://cdn.gottabemobile.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Dell-XPS-12-Ultrabook-convertible.jpeg

Tablets
Tablets come in many brands, sizes and operating systems.
They can be attached to keyboards but I have not found one which is not a touch screen

http://cdn3.pcadvisor.co.uk/cmsdata/features/3451310/Tablet_Group_test_206PCA_206_Photoshoot-212.jpg
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Hand Held PC, PalmTop

Handheld PC
http:/ / 4.bp.blogs pot.com/ -aAIh7nh24TQ/ TZN cZOeSmZI/AAAAAAAAAW E/ AeMN tjhZEwY/s 1600/ palm-pilot.jpg

• A Handheld PC, or H/PC for short, is a term
for a computer built around a form factor which is smaller than
any standard laptop computer.
http://www.blogcdn.com/www.engadget.com/media/2009/02/palm-rip-2.jpg

• It is sometimes referred to as a Palmtop. The first handheld
device compatible with desktop IBM personal computers of the
time was the Atari Portfolio of 1989. Other early models were the
Poqet PC of 1989 and the Hewlett Packard HP 95LX of 1991.
Other DOS compatible hand-held computers also existed.
Text From: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laptop

http://the-gadgeteer.com/assets/hp720-1.jpg

Monochrome Ebook Ereaders
(usually Black and White,
sometimes Sepia)

Ebook Ereaders

http://images.gizmag.com/hero/2012-ereader-comparison-guide.jpg

• An e-book reader, also called an e-book device or e-reader, is
a mobile electronic device that is designed primarily for the
purpose of reading digital e-books and periodicals.
• Any device that can display text on a screen may act as an e-book
reader, but specialised e-book reader designs may optimise
portability, readability (especially in sunlight), and battery life for
this purpose.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E-book_reader

http://www.bigtimeattic.com/blog/uploaded_images/ereader01_color_web.jpg

http://tbreak.com/tech/files/Lenovo-20-years-infographic.jpg

Typical Smart Phone
Operating Systems:
Android is the
fasted growing OS,
but no OS
completely
dominates the
mobile device
market.






Android
iOS
Microsoft 8
Blackberry & Palm OS
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Mobile Networks
IPhone

Mobile
connectivity
compared to
fixed location
connectivity

Android

 3G - 144Kbps minimum
 4G
 Wi-Fi
 Bluetooth
 Near Field Communication

(NFC)
Blackberry

http://marketing.blogs.ie.edu/files/2011/08/iphone-users.jpg

Cell communication types:

Four Essential
Activities on Mobile
Devices

GSM and CDMA

GSM and CDMA are two different communication standards. All U.S.
providers use exclusively one or the other.
1. Text, images, videos, etc.

GSM means "Global System for Mobile communications", and it is the
standard currently in use more or less worldwide. In the U.S., the major
providers using this standard are T-Mobile and AT&T Wireless.

2. Voice, text msg, tweet, etc.
3. Music, games, videos, etc.
4. Photos, videos, audio,

texts, etc.

From a user's point of view,
the actual standard is not
really important, with
two caveats:
first, you can't use a phone
that uses one standard
with the provider that
uses the other standard;

second, if you travel
internationally, a GSM
phone is almost a must.

CDMA means "Code Division Multiple Access". This standard used to be the
dominant standard in the U.S. Now it is used by Verizon and Sprint. It still has
more users than GSM, but the difference is not very significant.
Historically, CDMA was developed by Qualcomm, made a U.S. standard, and
gained some acceptance before GSM became established; however, once
GSM was created, all countries without established CDMA networks accepted
GSM

1. Finding and interacting with info
objects.
2. Communicating with others in
various near-real-time ways.
3. Being entertained in various ways.
4. Create and edit content in various
ways.

- this is the reason why CDMA is almost non-existent anywhere but USA and Japan.

Scope and nature of the
mobile revolution
The mobile
revolution has
become one of the
fastest technology
revolutions in the
history of humanity.

 There are almost as many cell-phone

subscriptions (6.8 billion) as there are people on
this earth (seven billion)—and it took a little
more than 20 years for that to happen.
 Mobile/cellular subscriptions up to 6 billion by
end of 2011 – global penetration of 86%
 At end of 2011, 105 countries (54% of 195
nations) with more cellular subscriptions than
Inhabitants
 The facts came from

Tech Revolutions often
contain at least two phases.
Intimations of
subsequent
social/cultural
revolutions

1) Adoption and diffusion of devices
2) Social, cultural, economic and
legal changes occur

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/statistics/material/pdf/2011%20Statistical%20highlights_June_2012.pdf
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How is the mobile revolution different
from earlier web/Internet revolutions?
The mobile
revolution is a
popular, global
revolution rather
than one fueled by
the geek elite.

 More broad based than the other two
 More about context and place of use
than content and style
 Everything but net: The networking
aspect is now a source of wining
about slowness, spotty coverage,
& cost.

Trends in the U.S.
Approximately 87
percent of all adults in
the U.S. report own a cell
phone.
The adoption
percentage for adult
Americans has been
hovering in the mid- to
upper 80 percent range
for almost three years.

 More Americans own smartphones
than regular feature phones
 Adoption of smartphones by US
blacks and Hispanics outpaces
those of whites
 Text messaging and taking photos
are the most used functions of cell
phones.
Facts came from
http://www.federalreserve.gov/econresdata/mobile-device-report-201203.pdf

Accelerating Change
Source: Blodget, Henry,
2012.
“The Future of
Mobile.” A presentation
given on March 21st.
Slide 44.

• It took AOL 9 years to reach one
million users.
• It took FB 9 months.
• It took the “Draw Something”
app 9 days.

Number of apps available in leading app stores as of July 2015

Favorite Apps
I discovered that almost all of my favorite apps
have been or will be written for both IOS and
Android with Microsoft versions in the works for
the future.

Music and sound apps
• Rdio: millions of songs, works on most devices and get a free
subscription through our Library

• Subsonic: stream music from your home computer to your phone
• Listen: save and play podcasts like This Week in Google
• Tuner – gStrings: a great guitar tuner
• Pandora Radio: stream customized music based on artists you like
• RingDroid: Make a ringtone or alarm out of any sound you record
Shazam: Identify any song you hear
http://www.statista.com/statistics/276623/number-of-apps-available-in-leading-app-stores/
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Traveling Apps
• TripIt: keep track of trips and plane flights for upcoming travel
• Google Translate: translate tons of languages into tons of
other languages. You can also do voice-recognition-to-text for
English, then translate.

• Yelp: Find great restaurants nearby. Pro tip: scan the reviews to
discover good dishes to order.

• Compass: also handy when you’re traveling
• Flashlight: Use your devices flash to give you light

Core apps / misc
• My Tracks: records where you go using GPS and lets you upload a “track” to
Google Maps
• IMDB Movies: check movie times and see ratings from critics vs. audiences
• Lookout: If you lose your phone and it’s in silent mode, this app will help you
find your phone
• WordPress: blog from your phone
• Amazon.com: mobile shopping
• Shopper: Google app to scan barcodes
• BBC News: see the latest in world news
• News and Weather: customizable news, plus this app shows weather in your
current location. Wish I could enter 3-4 cities and flick between weather
reports though.
• Weather: see the weather in multiple cities
• Google Finance: check stock prices and news
• Google Maps: see where you are

Angry Birds did score the top usage
rate among game apps in the 25-34
and 35-44 age groups, while Words
With Friends nudged it out in the 1824 crowd.
The Pandora Radio app has some
interesting usage stats, with a high of
30% penetration among 18-24 year
olds, then declining to 28% and 20%
in the successive age groups.
Not shown in the chart above is
Google Plus. Nielsen says that app is
more popular among users 25 and
older, but it wasn’t strong enough to
crack the Top 15 in any age group.

Social apps

• Twitter: official Twitter app for Android. This app can take
empty/missing pictures in your contacts and populate your
contacts’ pictures with their Twitter profile pictures, which is
nice.

• Facebook: 1 billion ACTIVE users, and growing.
• Google+: almost a required social app for android users
• LinkedIn: a social app for professionals
• Foursquare: mark your favorite destinations and publish

reviews and pictures to all the other social media accounts you
poses.

Apps used per device

http://www.decisioncounsel.com/insights/?p=101

What a HUGE difference just a couple years can make in the tech. industry

Phone Operating Systems

http://marketingland.com/report-facebook-most-popular-android-app-1155
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http://www.droidmatters.com/news/android-still-on-top-of-the-world-ios-catching-up-during-q4-says-nielsen-report/

http://www.droidmatters.com/news/android-continues-to-dominate-inthe-u-s-according-to-latest-comscore-data/

Take a look at the picture above. In a 3 year period, you can see how the home screen on iOS
has greatly improved; in the beginning, you only had a black background; in 2010, you have a
slightly different background!
Look at the progress that Android has made in the 3 years that it has been around.
One word sums it up: Amazing!

And remember to “like”
Newton Public Library on Facebook!
http://www.facebook.com/NewtonPublicLibraryKansas
or http://www.newtonplks.org

http://41.media.tumblr.com/6ca4a7e3f4a78cb25cfdc74e0b48995a/tumblr_ndh49zqAHx1rli3xbo1_1280.jpg

Do you have any Questions?

http://www.10magazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Thats-All-Folks.jpg

Thank you for your Participation
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